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Hi, This is Rayford L. Johnson the Author of Thug Mentality Exposed and Founder & Director of

ThugExposed.Org. I wanted to share with you why I wrote this book, and also tell you a little about

myself. IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m a former Youth Correctional Counselor of the California Department of

Corrections and Rehabilitation, where the book takes center stage. I did that for 13 years, working

with 18-25 year-old inmates. In this book I will share with you over 70 hard hitting personal stories

from these incarcerated individuals. You will hear their raw and honest stories from their own words,

from a mixture of gang members, satanists, pimps, drug dealers, honor students and pastor

kids.Thug Mentality Exposed takes the reader to the ancient root of Thug Mentality, traced all the

way back to IndiaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s infamous and notorious Thuggee Tribe. Then takes the reader up to

date to the current gang, street and drug trends.In addition to have been a Correctional Counselor

and now a Certified Gang Specialist and Life Skills Instructor. I have also been a photojournalist for

over 28 years, freelancing for entertainment publication, celebrity award shows and television

entertainment outlets such as BET (show photos). In my journalistic investigations, I have

uncovered some dark occultic things about the music industry, which I expose in this book. Such as

how the entertainment and ad industry uses scientific and occult info and methods to manipulate

and change an individuals belief system, without the individual even knowing.Other topics featured

in this 360 page book are; history of the occult, how music can influences behavior and music

backmasking, history of drugs, womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s attraction to the pimp mentality, the growing

homosexual movement in thug culture and moreÃ¢â‚¬Â¦The book also has a life-skills, personal

development segment, which has been utilized as curriculum by correctional, drug treatment and

youth programs across the country.Book Reviews (audible)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Powerful!Ã¢â‚¬Â• says Ernest

Royal, Co-founder of the Mexican MafiaNationally Renown Gang Specialist Mike Ramey says

Ã¢â‚¬Å“As a College Instructor on the subject of Modern Street Gangs, I have been blessed and

proud to use this book as the textbook for my course. First, it deals with the subject in an honest

presentation. Second, it hits firmly on the spiritual side of the gang issue, which is a side that many

have missed.You can click the link below and see the numerous testimonies from Adult and

Juvenile inmates who have received the book free through the ministry.Most of the info in this book

you will not learn in a college psychology classroom, This book has been used as a textbook in

college classrooms as a street, gang and thug psychology book. I spent many years gathering this

information, through countless interviews and experiences in the trenches of one of the nations

most violent youth correctional facility, N.A. Chaderjian.You can click the link below to order the

paperback or download an Ebook instantly.Please visit our website at ThugExposed.Org and Watch



our free videos and please subscribe to our YouTube Channel.God Bless you,More info. please go

to: www.thugexposed.org
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I appreciate his work and some of the information especially as a officer who works with gang

members. The best thing about this book is the comments from the youth and 'some' of the

historical facts, otherwise, I felt like if I wanted a bible to read I would have just reached over to my

bedside for one. The compare and contrast with some of these behaviors to the bible was way off,

and as a lover of Africentric history, psychology and sociology I found the African history aspect not

well researched...a sit down with Prof. Runoko Rashidi or even Tariq Nasheed would have been a

good start. 25-30% of this book was in regards to the title...

This was a good book- R rated -book gives detail accounts of lives, interviews with the truth



exposed. If you are in the prison ministry orwant to understand the life of other people "thugs" it's a

good book. Author offers ways of bringing the good news of Jesus Christ to the suffering and helps

the reader understand the hearts and minds of those stuck in this world. I read it in one day. The

author has good youtubes also, check it out, that's what convinced me to purchase the book.

Fantastic book I would recommend it to anyone seeking insight into the world of demon possession

and the part the devil plays in the prevailing thug mentality that saturates today's pop culture.

Ray Johnson's book Thug exposed is an excellent read and gives a lot insight about the music

industry and the demonic influence behind it that is progressively sweeping our nation.

I love this book. I purchased a few so that I could share them with others. Very informative and

interesting. Young and old will be able to learn and enjoy this book. A Blessing

Excellent book. I will purchase again for some one else I know who can benefit from the reading of

the book.

I ordered this book on the basis of the only other  review, as well as the fact I did not find any other

book as specific to Thug Mentality. Also, based on the same review, I expected this to be the work

of a truly socially-conscious individual. When the book came I read first the prefaces and was

wonderfully suprised to find the author is a believer in Christ, as well as someone who knows his

calling. If you or your loved one is in any way involved (even if its only your suspicion) with the thug

culture, then this book is a must for you.However, I want to caution you not to read this as a means

to take your new knowledge and hound or throw it in the face of your loved one. The thug culture

and Thug Mentality are akin to some of the most evil & powerful cults in the world. Don't try to take

this on without a firm belief into the Lord Jesus Christ and the power of His name, combined with

prayer and total surrender to God the Father - the One Creator of heaven & earth.If you or your

loved one have been involved in the Thug Mentality for more than a few months it is quite likely they

have at least begun to be brainwashed by this truly ancient form of occultic mind control. My advise

is to buy this book and either get and/or keep a very close walk with the Father, Son & Holy Spirit.

Thug Mentality Exposed is a powerful expose of the origins of the deadly gangs that plague our

society. This book truly goes after the core roots of where gangs originated, including spiritual



influences that play a pivotal role in influencing naive teenagers down a path of destruction. Rayford

Johnson's expertise as a correctional officer and gang expert really comes to the forefront as he ties

in his first-hand experiences with gang members through the interviews that he conducted with

them. What better way to find out about the mentality behind thugs than to dissect their mindsets?

This book could easily be taught as a manual in how to effectively deal with gang influence because

it was written by a bonafide professional who possesses mastery of his subject. This manuscript is

clearly a must-read for anyone who desires to lean more about the origins of the mindset that

gangsters blindly embrace and how to help them look deeply at themselves in order that they can

find a way out of their destructive lifestyles.Victor Torres17-Time National & International

Award-Winning Counselor, Teacher, Speaker & AuthorArmed4Battle.comAuthor of Perfect Love

Casts Out All Fear & Armed for Battle and Destined forGlory
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